
Goals and Objectives

Student Intellectual Development
To address the ever-evolving needs of our incoming students, ARTT112 Introduction to Art is
perfectly positioned for further enhancements. With faculty support, I endeavor to lead this
initiative and plan to incorporate a more interactive approach via online components. Pairing
ARTT112 with the summer ‘onboarding’ orientation events for prospective and accepted
students,could provide  the first step of pulling together a tight and comprehensive cohort. Prior
to stepping foot on campus, students could connect through a social group platform, general
information forums, live discussion meet and greet events, and invitations to ask faculty and
current students questions. As many of our students on scholarships require volunteer hours
and are already excellent ambassadors for our programs, this would be a perfect pairing to
satisfy both requirements.

I speak at length about specific courses and plans to improve them under the Student
Intellectual Development section, but wish to reiterate how each course is tied to a desperate
need to update facilities and equipment. I will continue to be the champion for studio
improvements, making requests to the department, Dean’s office, and facilities, to review, quote,
and push forward important initiatives to increase the printmaking studio footprint. Acquiring
nearby space/rooms (courses which could be reallocated) will allow for currently enrolled
student numbers to work effectively without damaging equipment and sacrificing artwork scale /
methods of production.

In an effort to make Winthrop a destination for printmaking, my plans include highlighting
specialized equipment, such as the Charles Brand lithography press. This hidden press is an
impressive visual recruitment tool, and sought-after by contemporary artists globally. Currently,
vital equipment such as this remains inaccessible  and unusable despite the fact that all the
necessary chemistry and supplies are at the ready.

Harnessing my extensive professional network, I will continue to connect students with
residency, award, and travel opportunities. I plan to launch travel abroad opportunities
(Barcelona residency proposal 2024), provide reference letters for students to open calls, and
share invitations to attend workshops such as Penland (North Carolina), Proyecto’ace (Buenos
Aires), Arrowmont (Tennessee), and Art Print Residence (Barcelona). Through these
opportunities, I have been fortunate to maintain a valuable relationship with international artists
who will virtually lecture and interact with our students. I will continue to apply for visiting artist
funds and suggest names for the Distinguished Visiting Artist and Scholar Lecture Series within
the department - a program which I will be offering / volunteering to Chair during this upcoming
academic year.

Creative and Scholarly Activity
I am eager to schedule three postponed residency opportunities for the summer of 2023. Each
residency offers a unique opportunity to access specialized facilities to enhance my practice and
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revisit  essential studio requirements to better support student projects and studio longevity.
Residencies include: Art Print Residence, Barcelona (large scale copper etching), Cork
Printmakers, Ireland (large scale stone lithography), and Edition Basel, Switzerland (community
and collaborative projects). These opportunities allow me to produce new bodies of work for
entry to solo and group exhibitions as well as  research award proposals and applications.
Annually, I strive for a minimum of one solo exhibition, and am currently applying for panel
discussions of topics related to my interests at the SGCI and Impact conferences. After the
success of my published article on color saturation, I hope to revisit  the subject, focusing  on
the “novel sublimation process”, which is heavily used at local Springs Creative in Rock Hill.

In addition to my upcoming curated exhibition within the Lewandowski Gallery (accepted
proposal attached), I am seeking courses in gallery curation to deepen my understanding of
gallery best practices. I would like to utilize summer months, or short courses over the breaks, to
build resources so that curation and gallery design can be factored more strongly into my junior
and senior level courses, especially ARTS491 Professional Practices. I aim to work more
closely with Winthrop Gallery Director, Karen Howard, to utilize our existing facilities within our
programming.

Academic Responsibility
For the upcoming academic year, I have ambitions to Chair a department and university level
committee, with current focus on continued service within the Scholarship and Awards
Committee, Recruitment Committee, and university Rules Committee. I firmly believe we can
streamline our combined recruitment efforts  into one major department event a semester that
overlaps with the larger university effort. If these events are targeted towards local high schools
and our Art Education alumni, we would not have to spread ourselves thin over multiple events.
The success of the Open House and portfolio review day engaged parents and students far
beyond the First Look Friday’s and similarly, less structured visits.

I would like to provide clarity and transparency to students applying for the various available
awards and scholarships by publishing successful names and examples of work in the
categories. As the current award descriptions are limited and outdated, I would like to reach out
to past donors to change the requirements in hopes of improving the odds for student
engagement.

After recently updating the printmaking sequence of courses that lead towards specialization, I
have discovered additional room to update assignments within those courses to better represent
goals of the department via our DEI Committee charge. These changes have been implemented
and are common throughout my assignments and lectures, but there will always be room to
alter them further through the use of pronoun neutrality and utilizing resources provided by
Winthrop’s Center for Excellence.

In order to keep our program competitive and sought-after, I will continue to foster a strong
relationship with Springs Creative, Speedball Art Supplies, Fort Mill Schools, the McColl Center,
and the City of Rock Hill. It is also my responsibility to ensure our facilities are continually
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supported. These improvements can take the form of grant applications, opportunities to
incorporate progressive technology and the acquisition of vital equipment such as an industrial
laser engraver, a Takach model press, washout booth, updated plumbing, an additional sink,
and more. Having these essential tools to remain competitive will greatly assist with
partnerships and connections for future employment and research with local and regional
companies. Our students would walk into internships and contracts with hands-on vital software
and technical knowledge

Professional Stewardship
Grant writing will continue to be a necessary tool  to secure funding for  the facility upgrades and
equipment I plan to obtain over the next six years. Equipment needs can only occur once
physical space requirements are met and allocated. Additional applications will be submitted to
address both of the above. I would also like to work more closely with the CVPA Creator Space
to suggest additional purchases and a more fluid collaboration  to better serve our student and
faculty needs. The facility hosts equipment which is difficult to find in the local area. There is an
opportunity to allow community access, while targeting the local arts scene and alumni, to
generate funds for  a sustainable space.

I will be increasing student attendance at conferences and art fairs. Junior level students should
all be attending the Southern Graphics Council International conference annually (rotating US
locations), and the smaller Mid-America Print Council conference. I have applied for funding on
their behalf, but will need to work with the Union of Student Artists to help generate and support
student interest. This is a priority not only as an  invaluable networking opportunity but also a
viable recruitment tool for the department.

Personal note
Over the next six years, I aspire to deepen my roots within the local community, taking special
care to strengthen my  roots to  the area. I will eagerly continue my support of local businesses,
such as the York County Arts Council and McColl Center, to elevate the role of the arts within
this region. I plan to solidify the partnership between the Department and Fine Arts with these
collaborators through programming, class visits, and collaborative exhibition projects. My
upcoming McColl residency (September 12 - December 19, 2022) will greatly improve my
knowledge of the Charlotte area, establishing a strong network of creative contacts, resources,
and opportunities for both me as a professional artist and as an ambassador to our students.
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